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Abstract/Extended abstract 

In modern life the nanocomposite materials obtained by using sol-gel procedure are 

widely used. The basic advantage of the sol-gel method over others is that it allows 

the control of the structure of the obtained materials, particle size, size and pore 

volume, surface area films. This method does not require luxury equipment and a 

unique source of reagents and it is therefore a comparatively less expensive method 

of synthesis [1]. 

The largest number of studies on the sol-gel technology is devoted to the study of 

the structure formation processes in silica sol on the basis of tetraethoxysilane. 

Much more complex reactions of silica sol occur upon the introduction of multiply 

charged ions of metals, especially if in the sol-gel system there is not only one but 

several of these ions. The reaction of the hydrolytic polycondensation of 

tetraethoxysilane formed an ultra-thin silica mesh. Due to the modification of silica 

sol it is possible to make composite materials (coatings, films, monoliths, powders), 

formed as a result of the sol-gel synthesis, the need for technical valuable properties. 

Coating of Nano Sol appropriate tool for modifies which have large number of 

materials such as glass, paper, synthetic polymers, wood, metal and textiles [2]. 

The sol-gel synthesis involves the formation of a sol followed by passing it into a gel. 

A sol is a suspension of solid particles in the size range from 1 nm to 1 micron, which 

can be prepared by hydrolysis and partial condensation of alkoxide precursors and 

silicates. The conditions used for the preparation of sols solvent – pH, temperature, 

concentration, the sol concentration – determine the development of particles as 

well as their resolution [3]. The hydrolysis can be carried out both in acidic and 

alkaline medium. There are also non-aqueous sol-gels. 

This process occurs in the following steps: forming a sol by hydrolysis of the starting 

material and the subsequent reaction of polycondensation and process of the 

coating, then drying and heat firing. Developing innovative approaches to create a 

coating and a film is a very important and actual task. At the moment, on the basis 

of analysis of literature data, sol-gel technology can be considered a promising 

method of producing coatings, allowing for creation of a reproducible, controlled 

and ordered structure of such coatings [4.5]. 

Textile materials made from natural fibers provide excellent conditions for growth 

of microbes, due to their ability to retain moisture. Under the influence of 



 

 

microorganisms the appearance of products degrades, stains appear as well as 

unpleasant odor, reduced strength values and eventually, loss of the aesthetic and 

performance properties [6.7]. That’s why the creation of anti-microbial and 

protective materials, obtaining new information about the properties of these 

materials, and expanding the area of their application are actual scientific problems 

which have important practical importance. The aim of the research is to provide 

materials with antimicrobial properties based on the aqueous-alcoholic solution of 

tetraethoxysilane oxide nanoparticles with the addition of zinc and copper. 

As a result, electron-scanning microscope revealed morphological changes in the 

surface of the processed samples in comparison with non laid grain samples. It is 

shown that the antimicrobial effect in the explored samples gave availability of zinc 

nanoparticles with size ranging from 1.2 to 4.4 μm for copper nanoparticle size 

ranged from 1.1 to 9.3 μm.  The method of quantitative analysis revealed the 

presence of substances containing non laid grain samples in comparison with 

processed fiber sol-gel compositions. On the processed samples presence of 

substances in amount of Si K-33.24%, Cu-0.60%, Zn-0.99%, which contains on the 

fibers. 

For the test of microorganisms presence such cultures as S. aureus, E. coli, C. albicans 

were used. The numbers of bacterial cells which grew on the raw surfaces and laid 

grain samples of cotton cloths are shown in Table 1. Analysis of the results shows 

that the laid grain samples have antimicrobial properties, the number of colonies 

was S. aureus – control  1.4х104, experimental 3.4х103 (Fig. 1), E. coli – control 

1.5х104, experimental 5.1х103 (Fig. 2), C. albicans – control 2.0х104, experimental 

4.8х103 (Fig. 3). 

According to the results of research of antimicrobial activity after domestic washings 

it was shown that the processed samples saves high antimicrobial properties. 

 
Table 1. The results of research on the microbiological contamination 

 

where: КОЕ Ко – the number of KOE per ml without effect of means, 

КОЕD – the number of KOE per ml after effect of means, 

LogRF – logarithm reduction factor, 

LogRF = log (КОЕ Ко) – log (КОЕ D). 
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Efficiency 

(%) Before processing After processing 

КОЕ Ко log КОЕ D log 

Artificial S. aureus 1,4х104 4,1 3,4х103 3,5 0,6 75,7 

E. сoli 1,5х104 4,1 5,1х103 3,7 0,4 66,0 

C. аlbicans 2,0х104 4,3 4,8х103 3,6 0,7 76,8 



 

 

 

    

 
 

Fig. 3. Antimicrobial activity of the unprocessed sample (К), the processed sample 

(О), against C. Albicans 

 

In the research to determine the breaking strength and elongation at break, it was 

found that the impregnation composition does not affect the breaking performance 

of explored samples discontinuous vary within, the unprocessed sample had a 

breaking load of 243 N, the processed sample had a breaking load of 239 N. 

Indicators of breath ability remain virtually unchanged in comparison with 

unprocessed cloths 228 dm3/m2 with processed sample 226 dm3/m2 ∙ s. 

The effect of predipping was discovered at low limpness of processed cloth. From 

the   obtained data it follows that the crease-resistance after processing with the 

impregnating composition is greater than in the unprocessed cloth wrinkle 

resistance 205 deg., 235 deg. processing sample. Thus, we can conclude about the 

effect of low limpness. 
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